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and seven men in black coats filed in, and with little bows
took their seats behind the quills. They reminded him of
people getting up on horses, or about to play the piano—full
of small adjustments. That—on the Chairman's right—
would be old Fontenoy, with a face entirely composed of
features. Michael had an odd conceit : a little thing in -a
white top-hat sat inside the brain, driving the features
eight-in-hand. Then came a face straight from a picture of
Her Majesty's Government in 1850, round and pink, with a
'aigh nose, a small mouth, and little white whiskers ; while
at the end on the right was a countenance whose jaw and
ayes seemed boring into a conundrum beyond the wall at
Michael's back. ' Legal !' he thought. His scrutiny
passed back to the Chairman. Chosen ? Was he—or was. he
aot ? A bearded man, a Ihtle behind on the Chairman's left,
,vas already reading from a book, in a rapid monotonous
v^oice. That must be the secretary letting off his minute
>uns. And in front of him was clearly the new manager, on
whose left Michael observed his own father. The dark
pothooks over Sir Lawrence's right eye were slightly raised,
and his mouth was puckered under the cut line of his small
moustache. He looked almost Oriental, quick but still. His
left hand held his tortoiseshell-rimmed monocle between
thumb and finger. * Not quite in the scene !' thought
Michael; * poor old Bart !'. He had come now to the last
Df the row. e Old Forsyte ' was sitting precisely as if alone
in the world ; with one corner of his mouth just drawn down,
and one nostril just drawn up, he seemed to Michael quite
fascinatingly detached ; and yet not out of the picture.
Within that still neat figure, whereof only one patent-
leather boot seemed with a slight movement to be living,
was intense concentration, entire respect for the proceedings,
and yet, a queer contempt for them ; he was like a statue of
reality, by one who had seen that there was precious little

